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Abstract. We study the space of conformal immersions of a 2-torus into the
4-sphere. The moduli space of generalized Darboux transforms of such an immersed torus
has the structure of a Riemann surface, the spectral curve. This Riemann surface arises
as the zero locus of the determinant of a holomorphic family of Dirac type operators para-
meterized over the complexiﬁed dual torus. The kernel line bundle of this family over the
spectral curve describes the generalized Darboux transforms of the conformally immersed
torus. If the spectral curve has ﬁnite genus, the kernel bundle can be extended to the com-
pactiﬁcation of the spectral curve and we obtain a linear 2-torus worth of algebraic curves
in projective 3-space. The original conformal immersion of the 2-torus is recovered as the
orbit under this family of the point at inﬁnity on the spectral curve projected to the 4-sphere
via the twistor ﬁbration.
1. Introduction
Much of di¤erential geometry, as we know today, has its origins in the theory of sur-
faces. Initially, this theory had been local, example oriented, and focused on special surface
classes in R3. This changed in the middle of the twentieth century when global questions
about surfaces in R3 were considered, e.g., do there exists complete or compact surfaces
in R3 with special properties such as constant mean or Gaussian curvatures? The integra-
bility conditions for a surface in R3 are a system of non-linear partial di¤erential equations
and those questions led to signiﬁcant advances in the global analysis of geometrically de-
ﬁned partial di¤erential equations. Aside from minimal surfaces, whose analysis is essen-
tially governed by the Cauchy–Riemann equation, signiﬁcant progress has been made in
the description of (non-zero) constant mean curvature surfaces and Willmore surfaces.
These are solutions to the elliptic variational problems for area under constrained volume,
and for the bending, or Willmore, energy
Ð
H 2 given by averaging the mean curvature
square over the surface.
For constant mean curvature surfaces the combination of non-linear elliptic analysis
and methods from integrable system theory goes some way towards describing the moduli
spaces of such surfaces of a given topology. A particularly fortuitous situation occurs for
constant mean curvature tori: those are the periodic orbits of an algebraically completely
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integrable system whose phase space is the universal Jacobian over an appropriate moduli
of compact Riemann surfaces [21], [15], and [2].
The analysis of Willmore surfaces turns out to be more complicated since the integra-
bility condition is a system of non-linear fourth order partial di¤erential equations. Results
are less complete and details not all worked out when compared to the constant mean cur-
vature case. Nevertheless, Willmore tori which are not Mo¨bius congruent to Euclidean min-
imal surfaces are still given by an algebraically completely integrable system (cf. [22], [3]).
That surfaces of genus one should play such a prominent role can be seen in a number
of ways. A constant mean curvature surface, and also a Willmore surface, can be described
by a circle family of ﬂat SUð2Þ respectively Spð2Þ-connections. Complexifying, one obtains
a meromorphic P1-family of Slð2;CÞ respectively Spð2;CÞ-connections with simple poles at
0 andy in P1. On a surface of genus one the holonomy representation of this family of ﬂat
connections, with respect to a chosen base point on the torus, is abelian. The characteristic
polynomial of any of the generators of the holonomy thus gives rise to the same Riemann
surface, the spectral curve, which is a double, respectively quadruple, branched cover over
C ¼ P1nf0;yg. The ellipticity of the two variational problems allows one to compactify
the spectral curve (cf. [15], [3]) to a double, respectively quadruple, branched cover of the
Riemann sphere P1. The spectral curve has a real structure induced by the complexiﬁcation
of the circle family to a C-family of ﬂat connections.
The eigenlines of the C-family of holonomies extend to a holomorphic line bundle,
the eigenline bundle, over the compactiﬁed spectral curve. Changing the base point on the
torus, with respect to which the holonomy representations were computed, the C-family of
holonomies gets conjugated and thus the spectral curve is left unchanged. What does
change is the holomorphic isomorphism type of the eigenline bundle due to contributions
from the simple poles at 0 andy of the C-family of ﬂat connections. In fact, the eigenline
bundles for the various base points on the torus describe a real 2-dimensional subtorus in
the Jacobian of the spectral curve. It turns out that this subtorus is tangent to the real part
of the Abel image of the spectral curve inside the Jacobian at the origin.
What we have just described is known in the mathematical physics literature as ﬁnite
gap integration. The integrability conditions for constant mean curvature and Willmore
tori in R3, the zero-curvature equations of the corresponding families of ﬂat connections,
are the elliptic a‰ne Toda ﬁeld equations for the groups SUð2Þ—the elliptic sinh-Gordon
equation—and Spð2Þ respectively (cf. [12], [5]). Such equations, often referred to as soliton
equations, are studied in mathematical physics and are known to have an inﬁnite hierarchy
of commuting ﬂows. The crucial observation here is that at a doubly periodic solution
those ﬂows span a ﬁnite dimensional space (cf. [21], [7]), which turns out to be the Jacobian
of our previous description. The osculating ﬂag to the Abel image of the spectral curve in-
side the Jacobian at the origin describes the hierarchy of ﬂows modulo lower order ﬂows.
The importance of ﬁnite gap solutions, which include doubly periodic solutions, comes
from their explicit nature: these solutions can be written down in terms of theta functions
on the corresponding spectral curve. As a consequence, one obtains theta function param-
eterizations of constant mean curvature tori [2] and, in principle, also of Willmore tori.
Despite this rather complete picture of the moduli spaces of constant mean curvature
and Willmore tori, a number of basic questions remain unanswered. For instance, what are
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the minimal values of the two variational problems and on which tori are they achieved? A
well-known conjecture, ﬁrst formulated by Willmore, states that the minimal value of the
bending energy
Ð
H 2 over immersed tori is 2p2 and is attained on the Cli¤ord torus in the
3-sphere. Note that the bending energy is invariant under the larger group of Mo¨bius trans-
formations of R3. Restricting to constant mean curvature surfaces, which themselves are
not Mo¨bius invariant, the bending energy becomes the area functional and one deals with
area estimates of constant mean curvature tori. In this context one should also mention
the conjecture, due to Lawson, that the Cli¤ord torus in S3 is the only embedded minimal
torus. By using techniques from integrable system theory together with quaternionic holo-
morphic geometry, some progress has been made towards a resolution of these conjectures
(cf. [22], [11], [16]).
Instead of focusing on the ‘‘classical’’ solutions of the above action functionals on
surfaces, this paper shifts attention to the study of the moduli space of all conformal im-
mersions of a Riemann surface. This idea is reminiscent to the path integral quantization
in physics where one averages over the space of all contending ﬁelds rather than just the
classical conﬁgurations given by the critical points of the action. Describing this more fun-
damental space of all conformal immersions of a Riemann surface also sheds new light on
the constructions of constant mean curvature and Willmore tori.
Even though one is traditionally interested in surfaces in R3, our constructions neces-
sitate to also consider surfaces in R4. The conformality condition for an immersed surface
is invariant under Mo¨bius transformations and thus we are concerned with the space M
of (branched) conformal immersions f : M ! S4 of a Riemann surface M into the
4-sphere S4 up to Mo¨bius equivalence. A special situation arises for oriented branched con-
formal immersions of a compact Riemann surface M taking values in S2HS4: these are
the meromorphic functions onM which can all be written down in terms of theta functions
onM. Projections of holomorphic curves in P3 via the twistor map to S4 result in branched
conformal immersions f : M ! S4 into the 4-sphere which, in fact, are Willmore surfaces.
These make up a portion of the moduli spaceM described by the meromorphic functions
on M. Generally though, a conformal immersion f : M ! S4 will not be of this simple
type and it is exactly those which are of interest in the present paper.
To provide some intuition how we view the moduli space of conformal immersions,
let us assume thatM is a phase space of an integrable system similar to the ones described
above. If this were the case, we would have to see abelian groups—the energy shells of the
integrable system—acting on the phase space. The least we should see though are Darboux
transformations: these are transformations on M which obey Bianchi permutability and
thus span an abelian group. In the aforementioned example of a constant mean curvature
torus f : T 2 ! R3, this abelian group is the Jacobian of its spectral curve. The Darboux
transforms are the secants to the Abel image at the origin which span the Jacobian. In
this way we can think of the spectral curve, or rather its Abel image, as the space of all
Darboux transformations. This suggests that ﬁnding a notion of Darboux transformations
for a general conformal immersion f : M ! S4 will allow us to construct an analogue of
the spectral curve.
Historically, there is the classical Darboux transformation of isothermic surfaces
(cf. [8], [14]): two conformally immersed surfaces f ; fK : M ! S4 are classical Darboux
transforms of each other if there exists a 2-sphere congruence S, that is, SðpÞ is an oriented
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round 2-sphere in S4, touching f and fK at p AM. Darboux showed that if two surfaces
are related by a classical Darboux transform, then both surfaces have to be isothermic,
meaning that the principal curvature lines of the surface are conformal coordinates on M.
In order to study general conformal immersions f : M ! S4, we have to relax the
touching conditions which characterize Darboux transforms: instead of demanding that
the 2-sphere congruence S touches both surfaces f and fK, we only demand that S
touches f and left-touches fK at the corresponding points. Two oriented planes through
the origin in R4 are left-touching if their oriented intersection great circles in S3HR4 cor-
respond under right multiplication by S3. Note that even if the original surface f is con-
tained in 3-space, the Darboux transform fK has to lie in 4-space to avoid both surfaces
to be isothermic: left-touching planes in R3 automatically coincide. This explains the neces-
sity to study conformal immersions into 4-space even if one is mainly concerned about sur-
faces in 3-space. The Darboux transformation so deﬁned is invariant under Mo¨bius trans-
formations and satisﬁes Bianchi permutability: if fK and f [ are Darboux transforms of
f : M ! S4, then there is a conformal map f^ : M ! S4 which is a Darboux transform of
fK and f [.
Following our intuitive reasoning, we view the space of all Darboux transforms
fK : M ! S4 of a conformal immersion f : M ! S4 as an analog of the spectral curve.
Our aim is to show that under certain circumstances this space indeed has the structure of
a Riemann surface.
We model the Mo¨bius geometry of the 4-sphere by the projective geometry of the
quaternionic projective line HP1. A map f : M ! HP1 is given by the quaternionic line
subbundle LHV of the trivial H2-bundle V with ﬁber Lp ¼ f ðpÞHH2 for p AM. Con-
formality of f is expressed by the existence of a (quaternionic) holomorphic structure,
that is, a ﬁrst order elliptic operator
D : GðV=LÞ ! GðKV=LÞ
on the line bundle V=L. The kernel H 0ðV=LÞ of D deﬁnes the space of (quaternionic) holo-
morphic sections of V=L which contains the 2-dimensional linear system HHH 0ðV=LÞ
obtained by projecting constant sections in V modulo L. This linear system gives rise to
the conformal immersion f via the Kodaira correspondence (A.8).
In order to obtain an analytic description of Darboux transformations, we show that
a Darboux transform fK of f corresponds to a non-trivial holomorphic section c with
monodromy of V=L, that is, a section c on the universal cover of M satisfying
Dc ¼ 0 and gc ¼ chg
for some representation h : p1ðMÞ ! H of the fundamental group of M. Therefore, to de-
scribe the space of Darboux transforms of f , we have to characterize the subspace of pos-
sible monodromies h A Hom

p1ðMÞ;H

up to conjugation by H of the holomorphic
structure D on V=L.
At this juncture we specialize to the situation when M ¼ T 2 is a 2-torus and
f : T 2 ! S4 is a conformal immersion whose normal bundle has degree zero. Then the fun-
damental group p1ðT 2Þ is a rank 2 lattice GHR2 and every representation h A HomðG;HÞ
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can be conjugated to a complex representation unique up to complex conjugation. The sub-
space
SpecðV=L;DÞHHomðG;CÞ
of possible complex monodromies of D on V=L over the torus T 2 is called the spectrum
of D. Here we make contact to Floquet theory of the periodic operator D outlined by Tai-
manov [23], Grinevich and Schmidt [13], [22] in their approach to the spectral curve. Con-
jugating the operator D by the function e
Ð
o on R2, where o A HarmðT 2;CÞ is a harmonic
1-form, we obtain a holomorphic family
Do : GðV=LÞ ! GðKV=LÞ
of ﬁrst order elliptic operators parameterized over HarmðT 2;CÞGC2. The kernel of Do
describes precisely the holomorphic sections of D with monodromy h ¼ e
Ð
o. Since the nor-
mal bundle degree of the immersion f : T 2 ! S4 is zero the family Do has index zero. This
implies [4] that the spectrum SpecðV=L;DÞHHomðG;CÞ is a 1-dimensional analytic sub-
variety given by the zero locus of the determinant detDo of the holomorphic family Do.
Moreover, the kernel of Do along the spectrum is generically 1-dimensional. The normal-
ization h : S! SpecðV=L;DÞ of the spectrum to a Riemann surface is the spectral curve S
of the immersed torus f : T 2 ! S4. It carries a ﬁxed point free real structure r induced by
complex conjugation on the spectrum SpecðV=L;DÞ. The kernels kerDo give rise to a com-
plex holomorphic line bundle L over S whose ﬁber Lx over x A S is spanned by a holo-
morphic section c of V=L with monodromy hðxÞ. Such a section gives rise to a Darboux
transform fK of f . Therefore S=r parameterizes the space of generic Darboux transforms
of the conformal immersion f : T 2 ! S4.
Analyzing the behavior of the holomorphic family Do for large monodromies
shows (cf. [4]) that the spectrum SpecðV=L;DÞ is asymptotic to the vacuum spectrum
SpecðV=L; qÞ belonging to the complex linear part q of D on V=L. The vacuum spectrum
SpecðV=L; qÞHHomðG;CÞ is a singular curve isomorphic to CWC with the Z2-lattice of
real representations as double points. Therefore, the normalization of the vacuum spectrum
can be compactiﬁed to two copies of P1 by adding two points at inﬁnity and the real struc-
ture r exchanges the two components.
To summarize, we have associated to a conformal immersion f : T 2 ! S4 from a
2-torus to the 4-sphere with zero normal bundle degree a Riemann surface S with either
one or two ends, the spectral curve of f . Depending on whether S has one or two ends,
the genus of S is inﬁnite or ﬁnite. The spectral curve has a ﬁxed point free real structure r
induced by complex conjugation on the spectrum SpecðV=L;DÞ. The kernels of Do deﬁne a
complex holomorphic line bundle L over S of quaternionic type, that is, rLGL. The
ﬁbers of L over x A S describe Darboux transformations f x of f , whereby ﬁbers over x
and rðxÞ give rise to the same Darboux transform. The resulting map
F : T 2  S! S4; Fðp; xÞ ¼ f xðpÞ
is conformal in the ﬁrst factor and lifts, via the twistor projection P3 ! S4, to a map
F^ : T 2  S! P3
which is holomorphic in the second factor.
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As an example, we consider homogeneous tori f : T 2 ! S4 given by the products of
two circles of varying radii. The holomorphic structure D ¼ qþQ on V=L has constant Q
in an appropriate trivialization. The spectrum SpecðV=L;DÞ is a perturbation of the vac-
uum spectrum SpecðV=L; qÞ by Q which has the e¤ect that one of the double points of
SpecðV=L; qÞ resolves into a handle. Consequently, SpecðV=L;DÞ is connected and its nor-
malization S compactiﬁes to the Riemann sphere P1 by adding two points o andy ¼ rðoÞ
at inﬁnity. The map F^ extends holomorphically into the points at inﬁnity and is given by
a certain T 2-family of rational cubics. Therefore, the map F , obtained from F^ by twistor
projection, yields a T 2-family of Mo¨bius congruent Veronese embeddings of RP2 ¼ P1=r
in S4. The original homogeneous torus f is recovered by evaluating this family at inﬁnity,
f ¼ Fð; oÞ ¼ Fð;yÞ.
In contrast to this example, the general conformal immersion f : T 2 ! S4 of a
2-torus of zero normal bundle degree will not have a spectral curve S which can be com-
pactiﬁed: the holomorphic structure D ¼ qþQ on V=L is a perturbation of the vacuum q
by some ‘‘potential’’ Q A G

K EndðV=LÞ which, based on physical intuition, has the e¤ect
that the Z2-lattice of double points of the vacuum spectrum SpecðV=L; qÞ resolves into
a Z2-lattice of handles for S accumulating at inﬁnity. Even though the theory of such
Riemann surfaces of inﬁnite genus [10] resembles to some degree the theory of compact
Riemann surfaces, it is not algebro-geometric in nature.
This leads us to consider conformal tori f : T 2 ! S4 of zero normal bundle de-
gree whose spectral curves have ﬁnite genus and therefore two ends. In this case only
ﬁnitely many double points of the vacuum spectrum SpecðV=L; qÞ become handles for
SpecðV=L;DÞ. In the mathematical physics literature the corresponding potentials
Q A G

K EndðV=LÞ with D ¼ qþQ are called ﬁnite gap potentials. The normalization S
of SpecðV=L;DÞ can therefore be compactiﬁed by the addition of two points o and
y ¼ rðoÞ at inﬁnity as in the example of homogeneous tori above. The genus of the com-
pactiﬁed spectral curve S is called the spectral genus of the conformal torus f : T 2 ! S4.
Important examples of conformal tori of ﬁnite spectral genus include, but are not conﬁned
to, constant mean curvature [21], [15] and (constrained) Willmore tori [22], [3]. In fact,
there is reasonable evidence from analogous situations in the literature [17], [19] that con-
formal tori of ﬁnite spectral genus are dense in the space of all conformal tori of zero
normal bundle degree in the 4-sphere. When S has ﬁnite genus, we show that the map
F^ : T 2  S! P3 extends holomorphically in the second component to T 2  S. The re-
sulting T 2-family of algebraic curves in P3, respectively their twistor projections to the
4-sphere, recovers the initial conformal torus f : T 2 ! S4 of ﬁnite spectral genus by
evaluation f ¼ Fð; oÞ ¼ Fð;yÞ at inﬁnity.
At this stage, we have come some way in describing conformal immersions of 2-tori
into the 4-sphere with zero normal bundle degree and ﬁnite spectral genus in terms of
algebro-geometric data: a compact ﬁnite genus curve S with ﬁxed point free real structure
and a T 2-family of algebraic curves into P3 compatible with the real structure. As it turns
out [4], this T 2-family is given by linear motion on the real part of the Jacobian of S tan-
gent to the real part of its Abel image at the origin. In fact, this ﬂow is the ﬁrst in a hierar-
chy of commuting ﬂows preserving the Willmore energy coming from the osculating ﬂag to
the Abel image at the origin. It is precisely this observation which makes the space of con-
formal maps f : T 2 ! S4 the phase space of a completely integrable system, containing
constant mean curvature and Willmore tori as invariant subspaces. This system is a
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geometric manifestation of the Davey–Stewartson [9] hierarchy known to mathematical
physicists and what we have described is a geometric version of its ﬁnite gap integration
theory.
2. The Darboux transformation
In this section we introduce the Darboux transformation for conformal immersions
f : M ! S4 of a Riemann surface M into the 4-sphere. Similar to Darboux’s classical
transformation of isothermic surfaces, our transformation of conformal immersions is also
given by a non-linear, Mo¨bius geometric touching condition with respect to a 2-sphere
congruence. Whereas the classical Darboux transformation can be computed by solving a
system of linear ordinary di¤erential equations, the general Darboux transformation of
conformal maps is described analytically by a quaternionic holomorphicity condition, a
linear ﬁrst order elliptic partial di¤erential equation.
2.1. Conformal maps into S4. We model the Mo¨bius geometry of S4 by the projec-
tive geometry of the (quaternionic) projective line HP1. Thus, a map f : M ! S4 is given
by the line subbundle LHV of the trivial H2-bundle V over M, where the ﬁber Lp over
p AM is the projective point Lp ¼ f ðpÞ. In other words, L ¼ f T is the pullback under
f of the tautological line bundle T over HP1. Since the tangent bundle of HP1 is
HomðT;H2=TÞ, the derivative of f corresponds to the 1-form
d ¼ pdjL A W1

HomðL;V=LÞ:
Here d denotes the trivial connection on V and p : V ! V=L is the canonical projection.
To describe the conformality of f note (cf. [6], [20]) that over immersed points p AM
the real 2-plane dðTpMÞHHomðLp;H2=LpÞ is given by
JpX ¼ X ~Jp; X A HomðLp;H2=LpÞ
for uniquely existing complex structures Jp on H
2=Lp and ~Jp on Lp which are compatible
with the orientation on dðTMÞ induced from the Riemann surface M. Therefore, if  de-
notes the complex structure on TM , the conformality equation for f over immersed
points reads
d ¼ Jd ¼ d ~J:ð2:1Þ
In what follows, we consider conformal maps f : M ! S4 for which at least one of the
complex structures J or ~J extends smoothly across the branch points. This class of confor-
mal maps, which includes conformal immersions, can be described in terms of quaternionic
holomorphic geometry [11]. Notice that the point-point duality of HP1 exchanges LHV
with L?HV . Therefore, a conformal map f with d ¼ Jd becomes, via this duality, the
conformal map f ? with d? ¼ d?J , where we identify V=L ¼ ðL?Þ and d? ¼ d.
An important invariant of a conformal map f with d ¼ Jd is its associated quater-
nionic holomorphic structure (A.3) on the line bundle V=L. This structure is given by the
ﬁrst order linear elliptic operator
D : GðV=LÞ ! GðKV=LÞ deﬁned by Dp ¼ ðpdÞ00;ð2:2Þ
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where K denotes the canonical bundle of the Riemann surface M. The operator D is well
deﬁned since pdjL ¼ d A G

KHomðL;V=LÞ and thus ðpdjLÞ00 ¼ 0. If f is non-constant,
the canonical projection p realizes H2 as a 2-dimensional linear system HHH 0ðV=LÞ
whose Kodaira embedding (A.8) is L?HV .
The Willmore energy of the conformal map f is given by the Willmore energy (A.6)
of the holomorphic line bundle V=L, that is,
Wð f Þ ¼WðV=L;DÞ ¼ 2 Ð
M
hQ5Qi;ð2:3Þ
where Q A G

K EndðV=LÞ

is the J-anticommuting part of D.
If f : M ! S4 is an immersion, also LHV has a complex structure ~J and
d ¼ Jd ¼ d ~J by (2.1). In particular, HomþðL;V=LÞ is the tangent bundle and
Nf ¼ HomðL;V=LÞ the normal bundle of f , where HomGðL;V=LÞ denote the complex
linear, respectively complex antilinear, homomorphisms. Since d A G

K HomþðL;V=LÞ

is
a complex bundle isomorphism, the normal bundle degree of the conformal immersion
f : M ! S4, in case M is compact, calculates to
degNf ¼ 2 degV=Lþ degK ;ð2:4Þ
where the degree of a quaternionic bundle is deﬁned in (A.2). As shown in [6], Proposition
11, the Mo¨bius invariant 2-form 2hQ5Qi, the integrand for the Willmore energy (2.3),
coincides over immersed points of f with
2hQ5Qi ¼ ðjHj2 KK?Þ dA:
Here we have chosen a point at inﬁnity L0 A S4 andH is the mean curvature vector,K the
Gaussian curvature,K? the normal bundle curvature, and dA the induced area of f as a
map into R4 ¼ S4nfL0g. Since V ¼ LlL0 and V=LGL0, the trivial connection d on V
restricts to a ﬂat connection ‘ on V=L for which ‘ 00 ¼ D ¼ qþQ. Let ‘ ¼ ‘^þ AþQ be
the decomposition of ‘ into the J-commuting part ‘^ and the J-anticommuting part
AþQ A W1EndðV=LÞ, which we have further decomposed into type. If we denote by R^
the curvature of the complex connection ‘^, then ﬂatness of ‘ implies
JR^ ¼ hA5Ai hQ5Qi:ð2:5Þ
From [6], Proposition 8, we see that
2hA5Ai ¼ jHj2 dA
over immersed points of f . Thus, by (2.5) the 2-form ðKþK?Þ dA is the Chern form
of the bundle V=L, the classical Willmore integrand jHj2 dA extends smoothly into the
branch points of f , and Ð
M
jHj2 dA ¼Wð f Þ þ 4p degðV=LÞ:ð2:6Þ
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Lemma 2.1. Let f : M ! S4 be a non-constant conformal map with d ¼ Jd of a
compact Riemann surface M into S4. If the classical Willmore energy of f as a map into R4
satisﬁes Ð
M
jHj2 dA < 8p;
then f is a conformal embedding with trivial normal bundle. Moreover, dimH 0ðV=LÞ ¼ 2
which means that all holomorphic sections c A H 0ðV=LÞ are of the form c ¼ pðvÞ with
v A H2, where p : V ! V=L denotes the canonical projection.
Proof. The proof is a repeated application of the Plu¨cker formula (A.10) for
1-dimensional linear systems HHH 0ðV=LÞ which, under the assumption of the lemma
together with (2.6), satisfy
ordH < 2:
If dimH 0ðV=LÞ > 2, then the linear map H 0ðV=LÞ ! H2=LplH2=Lq given by evalua-
tion of sections at p3 q AM has at least a 1-dimensional kernel HHH 0ðV=LÞ. This
means that H contains a holomorphic section vanishing at p and q and thus ordHf 2.
Next we show that f is injective. If this is not the case, there are distinct points p3 q
on M with Lp ¼ LqHH2. Choosing any non-zero v A Lp, we see that the corresponding
non-trivial holomorphic section c ¼ pðvÞ of V=L vanishes at p and q and we again have
ordHf 2.
To prove that f is an immersion, we have to show that d A G

K HomðL;V=LÞ has
no zeros. If d has a zero at p AM, we construct a non-trivial holomorphic section
c A H 0ðV=LÞ which vanishes to second order at p: let c be the holomorphic section of
V=L given by c ¼ pðvÞ, where v A LpHH2 is non-zero. Then c has a zero at p AM and
for any a A GðL?Þ we get
dpha;ci ¼ dpha; vi ¼ hdpa; vi ¼ hp?dpa; vi ¼ hd?p ðaÞ; vi ¼ 0;
where we used that d? ¼ d and thus d?p ¼ 0. This shows that c A H 0ðV=LÞ vanishes to
second order at p AM and therefore ordHf 2.
The normal bundle degree of f is the self-intersection number of f ðMÞ, which is zero
since f is an embedding. r
2.2. Darboux transforms. An oriented round 2-sphere in S4 ¼ HP1 is given by a
linear map S : H2 ! H2 which has S2 ¼ 1: points on the 2-sphere are the ﬁxed lines
of S. The resulting line subbundle LSHV of the trivial H2-bundle over the 2-sphere satis-
ﬁes SLS ¼ LS. Thus, we have complex structures on LS and V=LS and the conformality
equation (2.1) of the embedded round sphere S is dS ¼ SdS ¼ dSS.
Given a Riemann surfaceM, a sphere congruence assigns to each point p AM an ori-
ented round 2-sphere SðpÞ in S4. In other words, a sphere congruence is a complex struc-
ture S A G

EndðVÞ on the trivial H2-bundle V over M.
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Now let f : M ! S4 be a conformal map with induced line bundle L ¼ f THV . A
sphere congruence S A G

EndðVÞ envelopes f if for all points p AM the spheres SðpÞ pass
through f ðpÞ, and the oriented tangent spaces to f coincide with the oriented tangent
spaces to the spheres SðpÞ at f ðpÞ over immersed points p AM:
SL ¼ L and d ¼ Sd ¼ dS:ð2:7Þ
It is a classical result (cf. [8], [14]) that two distinct conformal immersions f and fK from
the same Riemann surface M which are both enveloped by the same sphere congruence S
have to be isothermic surfaces. To overcome this restriction, we need to relax the envelop-
ing condition: two oriented planes through the origin in R4 are left-touching, respectively
right-touching, if their associated oriented great circles on S3 correspond via right, respec-
tively left, translation in the group S3. Hence, we say that a sphere congruence S left-
envelopes, respectively right-envelopes, f if for all points p AM the spheres SðpÞ pass
through f ðpÞ, and the oriented tangent spaces to f are left-touching, respectively right-
touching, to the oriented tangent spaces to the spheres SðpÞ at f ðpÞ over immersed points
p AM:
SL ¼ L and d ¼ Sd; respectively d ¼ dS:ð2:8Þ
Deﬁnition 2.2. Let M be a Riemann surface. A conformal map fK : M ! S4 is
called a Darboux transform of a conformal immersion f : M ! S4 if fKðpÞ is distinct
from f ðpÞ at all points p AM, and if there exists a sphere congruence S which envel-
opes f and left-envelopes fK:
V ¼ LlLK; SL ¼ L; d ¼ Sd ¼ dS; and SLK¼ LK; dK¼ SdK:ð2:9Þ
In particular, if f and fK are conformal immersions into S3 and fK is a Darboux
transform of f , then both f and fK are isothermic. This follows from the fact that in
3-space a half-enveloping sphere congruence is always enveloping.
There are a number of equivalent characterizations of Darboux transforms
fK : M ! S4 of a conformal immersion f : M ! S4, including a description in terms of
ﬂat adapted connections and, more generally, holomorphic sections with monodromy of
the bundle V=L. It is this last analytic characterization which will play a fundamental role
in our construction of the spectral curve.
Let f ; fK : M ! S4 be maps distinct from each other at all points p AM. Then
V ¼ LlLK and p identiﬁes V=L ¼ LK whereas pK identiﬁes V=LK¼ L. The trivial con-
nection d on V decomposes as
d ¼ ‘
L dK
d ‘K
 
ð2:10Þ
and ﬂatness of d implies that
dd ¼ 0; ddK¼ 0; and RK¼ d5dK;ð2:11Þ
where RK denotes the curvature of ‘K.
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Lemma 2.3. Let f : M ! S4 be a conformal immersion with d ¼ Jd ¼ d ~J and
fK : M ! S4 be a map so that V ¼ LlLK. Then we have the following equivalent charac-
terizations of Darboux transforms:
(i) The map fK is a Darboux transform of f .
(ii) The map fK is conformal with dK¼ ~JdK.
(iii) The connection ‘K on LK induced by the splitting V ¼ LlLK is ﬂat.
(iv) There is a non-trivial section cK A GðfLKÞ with monodromy satisfying dcK AW1ð~LÞ.
A section c with monodromy of a vector bundleW !M is a section of the pullback
bundle ~W ! ~M of W to the universal cover ~M !M with
gc ¼ chg;
where h : p1ðMÞ ! H is a representation and g A p1ðMÞ acts as a deck transformation.
Proof. The unique sphere congruence S touching f and containing fK, expressed in
the splitting V ¼ LlLK, is
~J 0
0 J
 
:
Therefore, the sphere congruence S left-touches fK if and only if dK¼ ~JdK, which
proves the ﬁrst equivalence by (2.9). The second equivalence is a direct consequence of
RK¼ d5dK in (2.11) together with a type consideration. The last equivalence follows
from (2.10) because ﬂatness of ‘K is equivalent to the existence of parallel sections with
monodromy of the line bundle ~LK. r
The isomorphism p : LK! V=L pushes forward the connection ‘K to a connec-
tion ‘ on V=L satisfying
‘pjGðLKÞ ¼ p‘K¼ pdjGðLKÞ:ð2:12Þ
By construction, the connection ‘ is adapted to the complex structure D on V=L deﬁned in
(2.2), that is, ‘ 00 ¼ D.
For a ﬁxed immersion f the spaces of splittings V ¼ LlLK and the space of adapted
connections on V=L are a‰ne spaces modelled on the vector spaces HomðV=L;LÞ and
G

K EndðV=LÞ, respectively. The map assigning to a splitting the induced adapted con-
nection (2.12) is a‰ne with underlying vector space homomorphism
G

HomðV=L;LÞ! GGK EndðV=LÞ; R 7! dR:ð2:13Þ
Since f is an immersion and thus d an isomorphism, the correspondence assigning to
a splitting the induced adapted connection on V=L is an a‰ne isomorphism. Together with
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Lemma 2.3 we get a characterization of Darboux transforms in terms of ﬂat adapted con-
nections on V=L.
Corollary 2.4. Let f : M ! S4 be a conformal immersion. Then there is a bijective
correspondence between the space of Darboux transforms fK : M ! S4 of f and the space
of ﬂat adapted connections on V=L. This correspondence is given by the restriction to the
space of Darboux transforms of the a‰ne isomorphism (2.12) assigning to a splitting
V ¼ LlLK the adapted connection ‘ on V=L.
In what follows it is necessary to compute Darboux transforms from ﬂat adapted con-
nections by using prolongations of holomorphic sections on V=L.
Lemma 2.5. Let f : M ! S4 be a conformal immersion. Then the canonical projec-
tion p : V ! V=L induces a bijective correspondence between sections c^ A GðVÞ of V satis-
fying dc^ A W1ðLÞ and holomorphic sections c A H 0ðV=LÞ.
Proof. Let c^0 A GðVÞ be a lift of c A H 0ðV=LÞ, that is, pc^0 ¼ c. Then (2.2) im-
plies ðp dc^0Þ00 ¼ Dpc^0 ¼ Dc ¼ 0 and, since f is an immersion, there is a unique section
j A GðLÞ with dj ¼ ðp dc^0Þ. But then c^ ¼ c^0  j is the unique section of V with the re-
quired properties. r
Deﬁnition 2.6. Let f : M ! S4 be a conformal immersion. The prolongation of a
holomorphic section c A H 0ðV=LÞ is the unique section c^ A GðVÞ with pc^ ¼ c satisfying
dc^ A W1ðLÞ, that is, p dc^ ¼ 0.
Given a ﬂat adapted connection ‘ on V=L, we want to compute the corresponding
Darboux transform of f from Corollary 2.4. We take a parallel section c A GðgV=LÞ over
the universal cover ~M ofM. Since V=L is a line bundle this section has monodromy. But ‘
is adapted so that c A H 0ðgV=LÞ is also a holomorphic section with monodromy, that is,
Dc ¼ 0 and gc ¼ chgð2:14Þ
for a representation h : p1ðMÞ ! H. Then the prolongation c^ A Gð ~VÞ is a section with the
same monodromy h. Moreover, as a parallel section, c has no zeros and neither does c^.
This shows that the line bundle
LK¼ c^HHV
is well deﬁned over M and satisﬁes V ¼ LlLK. As a prolongation, c^ has dc^ A W1ð~LÞ,
which is one of the equivalent characterizations in Lemma 2.3 for Darboux transforms.
This shows that the map fK : M ! S4 corresponding to the line bundle LK is the Darboux
transform of f belonging to the adapted connection ‘.
The parallel sections of ﬂat adapted connections on V=L are precisely the holomor-
phic sections with monodromy of V=L that are nowhere vanishing. If a holomorphic sec-
tion c A GðgV=LÞ has zeroes, these are isolated [11] and, away from the ﬁnite set of zeros,
there is a unique ﬂat adapted connection on V=L which makes c parallel. Hence, a holo-
morphic section c of V=L with monodromy gives rise to a Darboux transform fK of f
deﬁned away from the zero locus of c by LK¼ c^H, where c^ is the prolongation of c. It
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follows from [11], Lemma 3.9, that fK extends continuously across the zeros of c where it
agrees with f . We call such fK singular Darboux transforms of f .
Lemma 2.7. Let f : M ! S4 be a conformal immersion. Then there is a bijective cor-
respondence between the space of (singular) Darboux transforms fK : M ! S4 of f and the
space of non-trivial holomorphic sections with monodromy up to scale of V=L. Under this
correspondence, non-singular Darboux transforms get mapped up to scale to nowhere vanish-
ing holomorphic sections with monodromy of V=L.
In contrast to Deﬁnition 2.2, Lemma 2.3, and Corollary 2.4, which characterize Dar-
boux transforms by non-linear Mo¨bius geometric or zero curvature conditions, Lemma 2.7
characterizes Darboux transforms in terms of solutions to a linear elliptic equation. There-
fore, locally V=L has an inﬁnite dimensional space of holomorphic sections without zeros
and we get an inﬁnite dimensional space of local Darboux transforms of f . The situation
is rather di¤erent when considering global Darboux transforms fK : M ! S4 whereM has
non-trivial topology. We shall see in the next section that when f : T 2 ! S4 is a confor-
mally immersed 2-torus of zero normal bundle degree, there is a Riemann surface worth
of Darboux transforms of f . There are always the trivial Darboux transforms, the constant
maps fK, coming from holomorphic sections (without monodromy) of the 2-dimensional
linear system HHH 0ðV=LÞ. Whenever such a trivial Darboux transform fK¼ f ðpÞ is a
point contained in the image of f , we have a singular Darboux transform and at p AM the
sphere congruence S degenerates to a point.
2.3. Bianchi permutability. An important feature of the classical Darboux transfor-
mation of isothermic surfaces is the following permutability property (cf. [1], [14]): if fK
and f [ are Darboux transforms of an isothermic immersion f , then there exists an isother-
mic immersion f^ which simultaneously is a Darboux transform of fK and f [. This prop-
erty carries over to general Darboux transforms of conformal immersions and will be used
in Section 3 to show that the Darboux transformation is isospectral.
Theorem 2.8. Let f : M ! S4 be a conformal immersion and let fK; f [ : M ! S4 be
two immersed Darboux transforms of f so that fK and f [ are distinct for all points in M.
Then there exists a conformal map f^ : M ! S4 which is a Darboux transform of fK and f [.
Proof. From Lemma 2.3 we know that there exist non-trivial sections cK A GðfLKÞ
and c[ A GðfL[Þ with monodromies hK; h[ : p1ðMÞ ! H satisfying p dcK¼ p dc[ ¼ 0.
Using the splitting V ¼ LlLK, we obtain
dcK¼ ‘KcKþ dKcK¼ dKcK A GðfKLÞ;
where we again used Lemma 2.3 to see that dK¼ ~JdK. In particular, as a parallel section
cK is nowhere vanishing and, since fK is an immersion, also dcK¼ dKcK is nowhere van-
ishing. The same argument applied to c[ yields the nowhere vanishing sections dcK and
dc[ with monodromies hK and h[ of the line bundle KL. Therefore,
dc[ ¼ dcKw;ð2:15Þ
where w : ~M ! H and gw ¼ ðhKÞ1wh[. Since V ¼ LKlL[, the section
j ¼ c[  cKw A Gð ~VÞð2:16Þ
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with monodromy h[ has a nowhere vanishing projection to V=LK. Then the line bundle
L^HV spanned by the nowhere vanishing section j is a Darboux transform f^ : M ! S4
of fK: by Lemma 2.3 it is su‰cient to show that pKdj ¼ 0 which follows immediately
from (2.16) and (2.15). On the other hand, the nowhere vanishing section jw1 A Gð ~^LÞ has
monodromy hK and exhibits f^ as a Darboux transform of f [. r
Remark 2.9. The proof of the previous theorem shows the following: given a confor-
mal immersion f : M ! S4 and an immersed Darboux transform fK : M ! S4 of f ,
(2.16) deﬁnes a monodromy preserving map between holomorphic sections with mono-
dromy of V=L and V=LK.
2.4. The Willmore energy of Darboux transforms. For immersions of compact sur-
faces the Darboux transform preserves the Willmore energy up to topological quantities. In
particular, for conformally immersed tori with trivial normal bundle the Darboux trans-
form preserves the Willmore energy.
Lemma 2.10. Let f : M ! S4 be a conformal immersion of a compact Riemann sur-
face and let fK : M ! S4 be a Darboux transform of f . Then
Wð fKÞ ¼Wð f Þ þ 2pðdegNf  degKÞ;
where Nf ¼ HomðL;V=LÞ is the normal bundle of f .
Proof. We ﬁrst note that d A G

HomþðL;KV=LÞ

is a holomorphic bundle isomor-
phism: the holomorphic structure ð‘LÞ00 on L comes from the splitting (2.10) and KV=L
has the holomorphic structure d‘, where ‘ is the ﬂat adapted connection on V=L given in
Corollary 2.4. If j A H 0ðLÞ, then (2.11) implies
d‘dj ¼ ðddÞj d5‘Lj ¼ d5ð‘LÞ00j ¼ 0;
i.e., dj A H 0ðKV=LÞ, which shows that d is a holomorphic bundle map. Since f is an im-
mersion, d is a holomorphic isomorphism and thus WðLÞ ¼WðKV=LÞ. On the other
hand, pK identiﬁes the quaternionic holomorphic bundle V=LK with L so that
WðV=LKÞ ¼WðLÞ ¼WðKV=LÞ:ð2:17Þ
The adapted ﬂat connection ‘ of V=L can be decomposed into J commuting and anti-
commuting parts ‘ ¼ ‘^þ AþQ, where ‘^ ¼ qþ q is a complex connection and
A A G

K EndðV=LÞ

and Q A G

K EndðV=LÞ

are endomorphism valued 1-forms of type K and K respectively. Since ‘ is adapted,
D ¼ ‘ 00 ¼ qþQ, the Willmore energy (2.3) of V=L is given by
WðV=LÞ ¼ 2 Ð
M
hQ5Qi:ð2:18Þ
Decomposing (A.4) the holomorphic structure d‘ on KV=L into J commuting and anti-
commuting parts d‘ ¼ qþ ~Q, one checks that
~Qo ¼ A5o
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for o A GðKV=LÞ. Therefore the Willmore energy of KV=L is given by
WðKV=LÞ ¼ 2 Ð
M
hA5Ai:ð2:19Þ
The ﬂatness of ‘ ¼ ‘^þ AþQ implies
JR^ ¼ hA5Ai hQ5Qi;
and (2.18), (2.19) yield
4p degðV=LÞ ¼WðKV=LÞ WðV=LÞ:
The lemma now follows from (2.17) together with the formula (2.4) for the normal bundle
degree of f . r
2.5. Conformal tori with
Ð
T 2
|H|2 dAH 8p. We know from Lemma 2.1 that the
sublevel set
Ð
T 2
jHj2 dA < 8p in the space of conformal tori f : T 2 ! S4 in the 4-sphere
consists of conformal embeddings with trivial normal bundles. From (2.4) we see that
degV=L ¼ 0 which implies Wð f Þ ¼ Ð
T 2
jHj2 dA by (2.6). Every non-constant Darboux
transform fK : T 2 ! S4 of f is again a conformal embedding and we can apply Bianchi
permutability repeatedly for conformal tori in this sublevel set.
Lemma 2.11. Let f : T 2 ! S4 be a conformal map with Ð
T 2
jHj2 dA < 8p. Then
(i) f is a conformal embedding andWð f Þ ¼ Ð
T 2
jHj2 dA,
(ii) every non-constant Darboux transform fK : T 2 ! S4 is a conformal embedding
and
Ð
T 2
jHKj2 dAK¼ Ð
T 2
jHj2 dA,
(iii) two distinct non-constant Darboux transforms fK and f [ of f satisfy
fKðpÞ3 f [ðpÞ for all p A T 2, and
(iv) the only singular Darboux transforms are the constant maps contained in the image
of f .
Proof. From Lemma 2.7 we see that a non-constant Darboux transform fK is
singular if and only if its corresponding holomorphic section c A H 0ðgV=LÞ with mono-
dromy has a zero at, say, p A T 2. Since dimH 0ðV=LÞf 2, there is always a holomor-
phic section j A H 0ðV=LÞ vanishing at p A T 2. Therefore, the 2-dimensional linear system
HHH 0ðgV=LÞ with monodromy (A.9), (A.11) spanned by c and j has ordHf 2. But
then the Plu¨cker formula (A.10) together with degV=L ¼ 0 gives the contradiction
Wð f Þ ¼WðV=LÞf 8p.
Therefore all non-constant Darboux transform fK are non-singular so that
V ¼ LlLK. Since f is an embedding, d ¼ Jd ¼ d ~J, where d A GK HomþðL;V=LÞ
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is an isomorphism, which shows that the line bundle L with complex structure ~J has
degL ¼ 0. On the other hand, Lemma 2.3 says that the Darboux transform fK has
dK¼ ~JdK, which implies that the line bundle V=LK¼ L with complex structure ~J
has degV=LK¼ 0. Applying (2.6) and Lemma 2.10, we therefore obtainÐ
T 2
jHKj2 dAK¼Wð fKÞ ¼Wð f Þ ¼ Ð
T 2
jHj2 dA < 8p;
which shows that also fK is a conformal embedding by Lemma 2.1.
If two non-constant Darboux transforms fK and f [ of f had a point in common, the
section j in (2.16) would project under pK to a holomorphic section with monodromy of
V=LK with a zero. Thus, the common non-constant Darboux transform f^ of fK and f [
would be singular.
Finally, if fK is constant, then V ¼ LlLK if and only if fK is not in the image of f .
r
3. The spectral curve
In this section we show that a conformally immersed torus f : T 2 ! S4 of zero nor-
mal bundle degree gives rise to a Riemann surface, the spectral curve S of f . Our approach
is geometric because the spectral curve is introduced as the space parameterizing Darboux
transforms of f . This point of view yields a natural T 2-family of holomorphic maps of S
into P3 from which the conformal immersion f : T 2 ! S4 can be reconstructed.
3.1. The spectrum of a holomorphic line bundle over a torus. We recall that Lemma
2.7 characterizes a Darboux transform fK :M ! S4 of a conformal immersion f :M ! S4
by a non-trivial holomorphic section c A GðgV=LÞ with monodromy h : p1ðMÞ ! H. Scal-
ing this holomorphic section conjugates the representation h but does not a¤ect the Dar-
boux transform fK. This suggests describing the parameter space of Darboux transforms
analytically in terms of the possible monodromies h : p1ðMÞ ! H of non-trivial holomor-
phic sections of gV=L up to conjugation.
Deﬁnition 3.1. Let W be a quaternionic line bundle with holomorphic structure D
over a Riemann surface M. The quaternionic spectrum of W is the subspace
SpecHðW ;DÞHHom

p1ðMÞ;H

=H
of conjugacy classes of possible monodromy representations h : p1ðMÞ ! H for holomor-
phic sections of ~W . In other words, h represents a point in SpecHðW ;DÞ if and only if there
exists a non-trivial section c A Gð ~W Þ with
Dc ¼ 0 and gc ¼ chg;
where g A p1ðMÞ acts by deck transformations.
Applying this notion to the holomorphic line bundle V=L induced by a conformal
immersion f : M ! S4, we obtain from Lemma 2.7 a surjective map from the space of
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(singular) Darboux transforms of f onto the quaternionic spectrum SpecHðV=L;DÞ of
V=L. Under this map the constant Darboux transforms, arising from the linear system
HHH 0ðV=LÞ, correspond to the trivial representation.
In what follows we conﬁne our discussion to the case when M ¼ T 2 is a torus. Then
more can be said about the structure of the quaternionic spectrum SpecHðW ;DÞ of a holo-
morphic line bundle W . Since T 2 ¼ R2=G has abelian fundamental group p1ðT 2Þ ¼ G,
every representation in HomðG;HÞ can be conjugated into a complex representation in
HomðG;CÞ. Furthermore, conjugating a complex representation h by the quaternion j re-
sults in the representation h A HomðG;CÞ. Therefore, the map
HomðG;CÞ ! HomðG;HÞ=H
is 2 : 1 away from real representations and the quaternionic spectrum SpecHðW ;DÞ of W
lifts to the complex spectrum
SpecðW ;DÞHHomðG;CÞ
given by the possible complex monodromies for holomorphic sections of ~W . By construc-
tion, the complex spectrum is invariant under complex conjugation rðhÞ ¼ h and the qua-
ternionic spectrum
SpecHðW ;DÞ ¼ SpecðW ;DÞ=rð3:1Þ
is the quotient of the complex spectrum under r.
The abelian complex Lie group HomðG;CÞ has as Lie algebra HomðG;CÞ which, via
the period map, is isomorphic to the vector space of harmonic 1-forms HarmðT 2;CÞ on the
torus T 2. The exponential map
exp : HarmðT 2;CÞ ! HomðG;CÞ deﬁned by expðoÞ ¼ e
Ð
oð3:2Þ
has the integer harmonic forms G ¼ HarmðT 2; 2piZÞ as its kernel and thus induces the
holomorphic isomorphism
HarmðT 2;CÞ=GGHomðG;CÞ:ð3:3Þ
In order to see that the spectrum is an analytic variety, we lift the spectrum to the
G-periodic logarithmic spectrum
gSpecðW ;DÞ ¼ exp1SpecðW ;DÞHHarmðT 2;CÞð3:4Þ
which consists of harmonic forms o for which there is a holomorphic section c A H 0ð ~W Þ
with monodromy h ¼ e
Ð
o. Interpreting e
Ð
o A HomðR2;CÞ as a (non-periodic) gauge trans-
formation, we see that the section ce
Ð
o A GðWÞ has trivial monodromy and lies in the
kernel of the gauged operator
Do ¼ e
Ð
o D  e
Ð
o : GðWÞ ! GðKWÞ:ð3:5Þ
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The operator Do is deﬁned on the torus (even though the gauge is not) because the Leibniz
rule (A.3) of a quaternionic holomorphic structure implies
DoðcÞ ¼ Dcþ ðcoÞ00;ð3:6Þ
and both D and o are deﬁned on the torus T 2. Moreover, Do is elliptic and, due to the
term ðcoÞ00 in (3.6), complex linear (rather than quaternionic linear) between the complex
rank 2 bundles W and KW whose complex structures are given by right multiplication by
the quaternion i. Thus, the gauge transformation e
Ð
o induces the complex linear isomor-
phism
kerDo ! H 0h ð ~WÞ; c 7! ce
Ð
o;ð3:7Þ
where H 0h ð ~W Þ denotes the complex vector space of holomorphic sections of W with mono-
dromy h ¼ e
Ð
o. The logarithmic spectrum therefore is the locus of harmonic forms
gSpecðW ;DÞ ¼ fo A HarmðT 2;CÞ j kerDo3 0gHHarmðT 2;CÞð3:8Þ
for which Do has a non-trivial kernel. But Do is a holomorphic family of elliptic operators
over HarmðT 2;CÞ, which implies that the logarithmic spectrum gSpecðW ;DÞ, and hence
also the spectrum SpecðW ;DÞ ¼ gSpecðW ;DÞ=G as a quotient by G, are analytic varieties
in HarmðT 2;CÞ and HomðG;CÞ respectively.
3.2. Homogeneous bundles. At this stage it is instructive to discuss an explicit exam-
ple, namely the spectrum of a homogeneous torus in S4. Such a conformally immersed to-
rus f : T 2 ! S4 is a T 2-orbit of the Mo¨bius group and hence a product of two circles in
perpendicular planes in S3. The induced holomorphic line bundle V=L is therefore invari-
ant under translations by T 2 and has zero degree. More generally, we call a quaternionic
holomorphic line bundleW over a torus T 2 homogeneous if for each a A T 2 there is a holo-
morphic bundle isomorphism Ta : W ! aW . Such bundles always have degree zero. What
makes it possible to explicitly compute the spectrum of a homogeneous line bundle is the
fact that the holomorphic structure D ¼ qþQ has constant Q in an appropriate trivializa-
tion.
Lemma 3.2. Let W be a quaternionic line bundle over a torus T 2 with holomorphic
structure D ¼ qþQ. If Q3 0, then W is homogeneous if and only if W is, up to tensoring
by a Z2-bundle, holomorphically isomorphic to the trivial C2-bundle with holomorphic struc-
ture
D^ ¼ q^ q^
q^ q^
 !
;
where q^ A H 0ðKÞ is ‘‘constant’’. The Willmore integrand of the holomorphic structure D is
given by hQ5Qi ¼ iq^5q^.
Proof. Let J A G

EndðWÞ denote the complex structure of W . The i-eigenspace
Wþ of J is a degree zero complex line bundle with holomorphic structure q. Since Wþ has
zero degree, q ¼ q0  a with a A H 0ðKÞ a holomorphic 1-form and q0 a trivial holomorphic
structure. Let c A GðWþÞ be a holomorphic trivialization with respect to q0, that is,
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q0c ¼ 0. In this trivialization,
Qc ¼ cjq
for some non-zero q A GðKÞ since Q anticommutes with J. For each a A T 2 the holomor-
phic bundle isomorphism Ta intertwines the complex and holomorphic structures on W
and aW , namely
ðaJÞTa ¼ TaJ; ðaqÞTa ¼ Taq; ðaQÞTa ¼ TaQ:
Evaluating these conditions on the trivializing section c gives Tac ¼ ðacÞla with la A C
and
aq ¼ u2aq;ð3:9Þ
where ua is the unitary part of la. This implies that u
2 : T 2 ! S1 is a representation if q is
non-zero, and hence u2 ¼ e
Ð
h with h A G an integer period harmonic form. Let R be the
ﬂat real bundle deﬁned by the representation e
1
2
Ð
h : G! Z2 and denote by j a parallel sec-
tion of R with monodromy e
1
2
Ð
h. Viewing e
1
2
Ð
h as a function on the universal cover R2, we see
that c^ ¼ cn fe12
Ð
h is a trivializing section ofWnR. By construction, c^ A G
ðWnRÞþ
and
q^c^ ¼ c^ a 1
2
h 00
 
¼ c^a^
with a^ A H 0ðKÞ. Moreover, Q^ is constant in this trivialization since
Q^c^ ¼ ðQcÞn fe12
Ð
h ¼ cjqn fe12
Ð
h ¼ c^je
Ð
hq
and by (3.9) the ð1; 0Þ-form q^ ¼ e
Ð
hq is translation invariant and thus holomorphic. The
form of D^ now follows from trivializing WnR using the frame c, cj and (A.7). r
We are now in a position to calculate the spectrum of a homogeneous bundle W :
tensoring by the Z2-bundle given by the representation e
1
2
Ð
h0 for h0 A G
 relates the spectra
of D and D^ by this representation. In particular, the logarithmic spectra
gSpecðDÞ ¼ 1
2
h0 þ gSpecðD^Þ
are related via a shift by the half lattice vector
1
2
h0. Ignoring this shift for the moment, we
may assume that the holomorphic structure D onW already has constant Q and D is given
as in the lemma. Moreover, replacing the complex holomorphic structure q ¼ q0  a in
D ¼ qþQ, where a A H 0ðKÞ, by the trivial holomorphic structure q0 results in an addi-
tional shift of gSpecðDÞ by aþ a. Thus, we may assume that q is already trivial. The holo-
morphic family of elliptic operators Do, parameterized by o A HarmðT 2;CÞ, then has the
form
Do ¼ qþ o
00 q
q qþ o 0
 
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with q A H 0ðKÞ. Therefore Do commutes with translations of the torus T 2 so that the ﬁnite
dimensional kernel of Do is spanned by eigenlines of the translation operators on GðC2Þ.
These are given by the Fourier modes ch ¼ ve
Ð
h with v A C2 and h A G. From
Doch ¼
ðhþ oÞ00 q
q ðhþ oÞ0
 
chð3:10Þ
we see that o A gSpecðDÞ if and only if there exists h A G such that
ðoþ hÞ0ðoþ hÞ00 þ jqj2 ¼ 0:ð3:11Þ
We ﬁrst discuss the vacuum spectrum, that is, Q ¼ 0. In this case the logarithmic spectrum
gSpecðqÞ ¼ fo A HarmðT 2;CÞ jo 0 ¼ h 0 or o 00 ¼ h 00 for h A Gg
consists of G-translates of the complex lines H 0ðKÞ and H 0ðKÞ in HarmðT 2;CÞ. There-
fore, the vacuum spectrum SpecðqÞHHomðG;CÞ is the union
SpecðqÞ ¼ expH 0ðKÞW expH 0ðKÞð3:12Þ
which is a singular curve with double points at the lattice of real representations. The
normalization S0 of the vacuum spectrum is disconnected and consists of two copies
of C which are exchanged under the real structure r. By adding two points ‘‘at inﬁnity’’,
S0 can be compactiﬁed to two copies of P
1. From (3.10) we see that the kernel ker qo
for o A gSpecðqÞ is spanned by ð0; eÐ hÞ or ðeÐ h; 0Þ, depending on whether o 0 ¼ h 0 or
o 00 ¼ h 00. Thus, ker qo for o A gSpecðqÞ is 1-dimensional except for double points of the
spectrum, where it is 2-dimensional.
If Q3 0, then (3.11) shows that the logarithmic spectrum gSpecðDÞ is a G-periodic
union of conics which are asymptotic to the logarithmic vacuum spectrum gSpecðqÞ. From
(3.11) we also see that the double point at the trivial representation in the spectrum SpecðqÞ
is resolved into a handle in the spectrum SpecðDÞ. This has the e¤ect that the normaliza-
tion S of the spectrum SpecðDÞ is connected with two ends asymptotic to expH 0ðKÞ and
exp

H 0ðKÞ respectively. Thus, S can be compactiﬁed to P1 by adding two points at inﬁn-
ity which are interchanged by the real structure r. Moreover, from (3.10) we can calculate
that the kernel of Do is generically 1-dimensional and approaches the vacuum kernel ker qo
near the ends of S.
We conclude this discussion with the case that the homogeneous bundle W has a
2-dimensional linear system HHH 0ðWÞ, which is certainly the case when W is the in-
duced bundle V=L from a homogeneous torus f : T 2 ! S3. Then one can show that the
complex holomorphic structure bq is necessarily trivial. The half lattice vector 1
2
h0 which
shifts the spectrum of D^ to that of the homogeneous torus f : T 2 ! S3 is its induced spin
structure. Since the holomorphic structure on V=L has sections without monodromy, the
trivial representation has to be a point of the spectrum SpecðV=LÞ. From (3.11) we see
that jqj2 has to be bounded below by the minimum of 1
2
h0 þ h
 2 for h A G. This lower
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bound on the length of jqj2 translates into a lower bound on the Willmore energyWð f Þ of
the homogeneous torus depending on its conformal and induced spin structures, attaining
its minimum 2p2 at the Cli¤ord torus.
3.3. The spectral curve and the kernel bundle. The behavior of the spectrum of a ho-
mogeneous line bundle is in many ways reminiscent of the general case. The following the-
orem collects some of the results about the structure of the spectrum of a quaternionic holo-
morphic line bundle needed in the present paper and proven in [4]. We may assume the line
bundle to have zero degree since otherwise its spectrum is ﬁnite or all of HomðG;CÞ.
Theorem 3.3. Let W be a quaternionic line bundle of degree zero over a torus T 2 with
holomorphic structure D ¼ qþQ.
(i) The spectrum SpecðW ;DÞ is a 1-dimensional analytic variety in HomðG;CÞ invari-
ant under the real structure rðhÞ ¼ h.
(ii) The spectrum SpecðW ;DÞ is asymptotic to the vacuum spectrum SpecðW ; qÞ: out-
side a su‰ciently large compact set in HomðG;CÞ the spectrum SpecðW ;DÞ is contained
in an arbitrarily small tube around SpecðW ; qÞ. Away from the double points of the vacuum
spectrum outside this compact set the spectrum is a graph over the vacuum spectrum. Near the
double points of the vacuum spectrum outside this compact set the spectrum is a smooth an-
nulus or two discs intersecting in a double point.
(iii) For h ¼ e
Ð
o A SpecðW ;DÞ the operator Do generically has a 1-dimensional ker-
nel, that is, dimH 0h ð ~W Þ ¼ 1 away from a discrete set in SpecðW ;DÞ.
Normalizing the spectrum, we obtain a Riemann surface, the spectral curve of the
quaternionic holomorphic line bundle.
Deﬁnition 3.4. Let W be a quaternionic line bundle of degree zero over a torus T 2
with holomorphic structure D ¼ qþQ. The spectral curve S of W is the normalization
h : S! SpecðW ;DÞ of the spectrum SpecðW ;DÞ to a (not necessarily connected) Riemann
surface.
The logarithmic spectral curve is the Riemann surface ~S normalizing the logarithmic
spectrum o : ~S! gSpecðW ;DÞ. By the universal property of the normalization, ~S is a
G-periodic Riemann surface whose quotient under the lattice G is S ¼ ~S=G.
The vacuum spectral curve S0 is the Riemann surface which normalizes the spectrum
SpecðW ; qÞ of the complex holomorphic structure q.
The normalization map o : ~S! gSpecðW ;DÞ in Deﬁnition 3.4 pulls back the holo-
morphic family Do : GðWÞ ! GðKWÞ to a holomorphic family of elliptic operators over
the Riemann surface ~S. Thus, by Theorem 3.3 the kernels of Do give rise to a holomorphic
line bundle
~L! ~S;
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a subbundle of the trivial GðWÞ-bundle over ~S (for GðW Þ equipped with the Cy-topology,
see [4], Lemma 2.4): the ﬁbers ~L~x ¼ kerDoð~xÞ coincide with the kernels of Doð~xÞ away from
the discrete set of points ~x A ~S where the kernel dimension is greater than one. Moreover,
on this discrete set ~L~xH kerDoð~xÞ.
We have seen in (3.7) that kerDo is isomorphic to H
0
h ð ~WÞ where h ¼ e
Ð
o. Since the
spectral curve S ¼ ~S=G is the quotient under the action of the lattice G of integer har-
monic forms, the bundle ~L descends to a holomorphic line subbundle
L! S; Lx ¼ ~L~xe
Ð
oð~xÞð3:13Þ
of the trivial Gð ~WÞ-bundle over S, where x ¼ ~xþ G. Therefore, the ﬁber LxHH 0hðxÞð ~W Þ
of L over x A S consists of holomorphic sections of W with monodromy hðxÞ and
Lx ¼ H 0hðxÞð ~WÞ away from a discrete set in S.
Deﬁnition 3.5. LetW be a quaternionic holomorphic line bundle of degree zero over
a torus T 2 with spectral curve S. The complex holomorphic line bundleL over S given in
(3.13) with generic ﬁber Lx ¼ H 0hðxÞð ~WÞ over x A S is called the kernel bundle.
The real structure r on S acts on the kernel bundle via multiplication by the qua-
ternion j: given a holomorphic section c A H 0hðxÞð ~WÞ, the section cj has monodromy
hðxÞ ¼ hrðxÞ. Therefore, the real structure r is ﬁxed point free and the kernel bundle
is compatible with the real structure, that is, rL ¼Lj. In particular, S=r normalizes
SpecHðW ;DÞ to a non-orientable (if S is connected) Riemann surface by (3.1).
From Theorem 3.3 and the fact that S cannot have compact components, we see
that S has one or two ends and at most two components each of which contains an end
and which are exchanged under r. In case S has one end, S is connected and the genus
of S is necessarily inﬁnite. In the ﬁnite genus case, S has two ends. We summarize the dis-
cussion so far:
Theorem 3.6. Let W be a quaternionic holomorphic line bundle of degree zero over
a torus T 2. Then the spectral curve S is a Riemann surface with a ﬁxed point free real struc-
ture r, one or two ends and at most two components each of which contains an end. Depend-
ing on whether S has one or two ends, the genus of S is inﬁnite and S is connected, or the
genus of S is ﬁnite. The kernel bundle L is a complex holomorphic line bundle over S com-
patible with the real structure, that is, rL ¼Lj.
We now return to the case of interest to us when the quaternionic holomorphic line
bundle W is the line bundle V=L induced by a conformal immersion f : T 2 ! S4 of
zero normal bundle degree. In this situation the ﬁbers of the kernel bundle L have a geo-
metric interpretation in terms of Darboux transformations. By Deﬁnition 3.5, the ﬁber
LxHH 0hðxÞðgV=LÞ ofL over x A S consists of a complex line worth of non-trivial sections c
of gV=L with monodromy hðxÞ A HomðG;CÞ. As we have seen in Lemma 2.5 such a c can
be prolonged to sections c^ A GhðxÞð ~VÞ with the same monodromy hðxÞ. Therefore, we have
constructed a complex holomorphic line subbundle
L^! S
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of the trivial Gð ~VÞ-bundle over the spectral curve S. Moreover, Lemma 2.7 shows that
for x A S the quaternionic line subbundle Lx ¼ c^H of the trivial H2-bundle V over the
torus T 2 with c^ A L^x is a (possibly singular) Darboux transform
f x : T 2 ! S4
of f . On the other hand, evaluating the holomorphic line subbundle L^ of the trivial Gð ~VÞ-
bundle for ﬁxed p A T 2 gives the holomorphic map
F^ðp;Þ : S! P3 deﬁned by F^ðp;Þ ¼ L^ðpÞHH2:
From the invariance of the kernel bundle we see that rF^ðp;Þ ¼ F^ðp;Þ j. This im-
plies that under twistor projection CP3 ! HP1 the map F^ðp;Þ induces the conformal
map
Fðp;Þ : S! HP1; Fðp; xÞ ¼ f xðpÞ
realizing the spectral curve S, in fact its quotient S=r under the real structure r, as
the twistor projection into S4 of a holomorphic curve in P3, that is, as a super conformal
Willmore surface.
Generally, the T 2-family F^ðp;Þ of holomorphic curves in P3 will not be smooth in
p A T 2: second and higher order zeros on T 2 of sections c ALx give rise to zeros of the
prolonged section c^ A Gð ~VÞ, which can cause bubbling o¤ phenomena.
The situation simpliﬁes considerably under the assumption that the conformal immer-
sion f : T 2 ! S4 has Wð f Þ < 8p. Then Lemma 2.11 ensures that the sections in L^x for
x A S have no zeros and every non-constant Darboux transform f x is a conformal em-
bedding.
Theorem 3.7. Let f : T 2 ! S4 be a conformal immersion with trivial normal bundle,
induced holomorphic line bundle V=L, and spectral curve S. Then there exists a map
F : T 2  S! S4
with the following properties:
(i) For x A S the map f x ¼ Fð; xÞ : T 2 ! S4 is a ( possibly singular) Darboux trans-
form of f . In the non-singular case its Willmore energy isWð f xÞ ¼Wð f Þ. If the Willmore
energy Wð f Þ < 8p, then each non-constant Darboux transform f x is a conformal em-
bedding.
(ii) For p A T 2 the map Fðp;Þ : S! S4 is the twistor projection of a holomorphic
curve F^ðp;Þ : S! P3 equivariant with respect to the real structure r on S and multiplica-
tion by j on P3 ¼ PðH2Þ.
(iii) If the Willmore energy of f satisﬁes Wð f Þ < 8p, then F^ : T 2  S! P3 is a
smooth map which is conformal in the ﬁrst and holomorphic in the second factor.
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We conclude this section with a fact which lies at the heart of the integrable systems
approach to conformal maps of 2-tori into the 4-sphere: the spectral curve is a ﬁrst integral
of the discrete ﬂow given by Darboux transforms on the space of conformal tori in S4 with
zero normal bundle degree.
Theorem 3.8. Let f ; fK : T 2 ! S4 be conformal immersions so that fK is a Darboux
transform of f . Then the spectral curves of f and fK agree, that is, S ¼ SK.
Proof. From Remark 2.9 we know that SpecðV=LÞH SpecðV=LKÞ. But the spec-
trum is an analytic curve in HarmðT 2;CÞ asymptotic to the vacuum spectrum by Theorem
3.3. This implies that the spectra of V=L and V=LK have to agree. r
4. Conformal 2-tori in S 4 of ﬁnite spectral genus
At this stage we have constructed to each conformal immersion f : T 2 ! S4 of
a 2-torus into the 4-sphere with trivial normal bundle a Riemann surface, the spectral
curve S, of possibly inﬁnite genus, with one or two ends and a ﬁxed point free real struc-
ture r. This curve carries a complex holomorphic line bundle L^! S, the prolongation of
the kernel bundleL, which gives rise to Darboux transforms of f . The line bundle is com-
patible with the real structure in the sense that rL^ ¼ L^j. For these ‘‘spectral data’’ to be
of algebro-geometric nature, the curve S has to complete to a compact Riemann surface
and the line bundle L^ has to extend holomorphically to the compactiﬁcation. For the ge-
neric conformal immersion f this will not be possible. But there are interesting examples of
conformal immersions, including constant mean curvature (cf. [21], [15]) and (constrained)
Willmore tori (cf. [22], [3]), for which the spectral data become algebro-geometric due to
the ellipticity of the underlying variational problems. From the asymptotic behavior of
the spectral curve S outlined in Theorem 3.3, we know that away from handles each end
of S is asymptotic to a plane. Thus, if S has ﬁnite genus, and therefore must have two
ends, it can be compactiﬁed by adding two points o and rðoÞ ¼y at the ends.
Deﬁnition 4.1. A conformal immersion f : T 2 ! S4 has ﬁnite spectral genus if its
spectral curve S has ﬁnite genus. In this case S has two ends and can be completed to a
compact Riemann surface S by adding two points o and rðoÞ ¼y at the ends.
In the mathematical physics literature also the term ‘‘ﬁnite gap’’ is used: asymptoti-
cally, SpecðV=L;DÞ with D ¼ qþQ lies near the vacuum spectrum SpecðV=L; qÞ, which
has a lattice of double points. Generically, SpecðV=L;DÞ resolves all the double points
into handles, but in the ﬁnite spectral genus case only ﬁnitely many handles appear, and
the ends can be compactiﬁed by adding two points.
We now show that the T 2-family of holomorphic curves from S to P3 given by the
prolonged kernel bundle L^ extends holomorphically to the compactiﬁed spectral curve
S ¼ SW fo;yg.
Theorem 4.2. Let f : T 2 ! S4 be a conformal immersion with trivial normal bundle
whose spectral curve S has ﬁnite genus. As in Theorem 3.7 we denote by F^ : T 2  S! P3 the
T 2-family of holomorphic curves with twistor projection F : T 2  S! S4. Then F^ extends to
the compactiﬁcation F^ : T 2  S! P3 and satisﬁes:
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(i) F^ðp;Þ : S! P3 is an algebraic curve for each p A T 2.
(ii) The original conformal immersion f : T 2 ! S4 is obtained by evaluation
f ¼ Fð; oÞ ¼ Fð;yÞ
of the T 2-family at the points at inﬁnity.
(iii) If the Willmore energy satisﬁes Wð f Þ < 8p, then the map F^ : T 2  S! P3 is a
smooth T 2-family of algebraic curves.
The proof of this theorem is based on the following result from [4]:
Lemma 4.3. Let W be a quaternionic line bundle of degree zero over a torus T 2
with complex structure J and holomorphic structure D whose spectral curve S has ﬁnite
genus.
(i) Outside a su‰ciently large compact set KHS the ﬁbersLx, x A K , of the eigenline
bundle L are spanned by a holomorphic family of nowhere vanishing holomorphic sections
cx A H 0hðxÞð ~WÞ.
(ii) The holomorphic family of complex structures Sx on W given by Sxcx ¼ cxi,
x A K , extends holomorphically to SnK with So ¼ J and Sy ¼ J.
Applying this lemma to the bundle V=L induced by a conformal immersion is a key
ingredient of the proof of the above theorem.
Proof. We have to show that for given p A T 2 the holomorphic curve
F^ðp;Þ : S! P3 extends to the compactiﬁcation S. Let L0 be a ﬁxed Darboux transform
of f such that V ¼ LlL0. From Lemma 4.3 we know that for x A S near an end the ﬁber
L^x ¼ c^xC of the prolonged kernel bundle L^ is spanned by the prolongation ccx of a no-
where vanishing holomorphic section cx A H 0hðxÞðgV=LÞ with monodromy hðxÞ. Thus, we
have a Darboux transform Lx ¼ c^xHHV for such x A S. Since cx is holomorphic, the
connection ‘x on V=L rendering cx parallel is adapted, that is, ð‘xÞ00 ¼ D is the holomor-
phic structure induced by f on V=L. Moreover, by Lemma 4.3 the holomorphic family of
complex structures Sx given by Sxcx ¼ cxi extends holomorphically to the compactiﬁca-
tion S with Sy ¼ J and So ¼ J, where J is the complex structure (2.1) on V=L coming
from the immersion f .
We express Lx ¼ ð1þ RxÞL0 as a graph, where Rx A G

HomðV=L;LÞ. Then the
adapted connection ‘x is given by
‘x ¼ ‘0 þ dRx;
where ‘0 is the adapted connection on V=L induced by the splitting V ¼ LlL0 from Cor-
ollary 2.4. Denote by ‘^ the unique ﬂat connection on V=L ¼ E0lE0 compatible with J, q,
and with unitary monodromy, where E0 is the i-eigenspace of J on V=L. Then
‘x ¼ ‘^þ hx and ‘0 ¼ ‘^þ h0
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and we have
hx ¼ h0 þ dRx:ð4:1Þ
Now let ExHV=LGL0 denote the i-eigenspace of Sx. Then ð1þ RxÞEx ¼ ccxCHLx is
the complex line bundle over T 2 spanned by ccx A L^x over x A S. We thus have to show
that as x tends to y, the line bundle ð1þ RxÞEx approaches the twistor lift EHL which
is the i-eigenspace of the complex structure ~J on L induced (2.1) by the conformal immer-
sion f . Note that, since d A G

K EndþðL;V=LÞ

, we have dE ¼ KE0.
From Sy ¼ J we see that SxðpÞ3JðpÞ for all p A T 2 provided x is in a su‰ciently
small punctured neighborhood of y A S. Thus, stereographic projection gives
Sx ¼ ð1þ Y xÞJð1þ Y xÞ1
for a holomorphic family Y x A G

EndðV=LÞ

on that punctured neighborhood. The holo-
morphic family of ﬂat adapted connections
‘x ¼ ð1þ Y xÞ  ð‘^þ axÞ  ð1þ Y xÞ1
gauges under 1þ Y x to the holomorphic family of ﬂat connections ‘^þ ax so that ax is a
‘^-closed form in W1

EndþðV=LÞ

. Then
hx ¼ 1
1þ jY xj2

ax þOð1Þ
and it is shown in (5.6) of [4] that
ax ¼ P
kf1
akx
k
has a simple pole at y with residue a1 A H 0ðKÞ a non-zero holomorphic 1-form on T 2.
Observing that Ex ¼ ð1þ Y xÞE0, we therefore obtain from (4.1) that
ð1þ RxÞEx ¼ 1þ d1ðhx  h0Þð1þ Y xÞE0:
But this last expression tends to
E ¼ d1KE0HL
as x tends to y, where we used that the only term which is not bounded is given by the
simple pole of ax aty. r
It is precisely this theorem which will allow us to study conformal tori in the 4-sphere
of ﬁnite spectral genus by algebro-geometric techniques. In [4] it is shown that the Willmore
energy of f can be computed in terms of residues of appropriate meromorphic forms on the
compact curve S. Moreover, the T 2-family of algebraic curves is in fact linear as a map
into the Jacobian of S. But much more is true: the Jacobian acts via ﬂows, the Davey–
Stewartson hierarchy, preserving the Willmore energy of the conformal torus f : T 2 ! S4,
and f itself is the ﬂow tangent to the Abel image of S in its Jacobian.
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A. Appendix
In this appendix we summarize the basic notions concerning the theory of quater-
nionic vector bundles over Riemann surfaces [11]. A quaternionic vector bundle W with
complex structure J over a Riemann surface M decomposes into
W ¼WþlW;ðA:1Þ
where WG are theGi-eigenspaces of J. By restriction, J induces complex structures on WG
and W ¼Wþ j gives a complex linear isomorphism between Wþ and W. The degree of
the quaternionic bundle W with complex structure J is then deﬁned to be the degree of the
underlying complex vector bundle
degW :¼ degWþ;ðA:2Þ
which is half of the usual degree of W when viewed as a complex bundle with J.
Given two quaternionic bundlesW and W^ with complex structures J and J^ the com-
plex linear homomorphisms HomþðW ; W^Þ are complex linearly isomorphic to
HomCðWþ; W^þÞ.
On the other hand, the complex antilinear homomorphisms HomðW ; W^Þ are complex lin-
early isomorphic to HomþðW ; W^ Þ, where the complex structure on a homomorphism bun-
dle is induced by the target complex structure.
A quaternionic holomorphic structure on a quaternionic vector bundle W with com-
plex structure J is given by a quaternionic linear operator
D : GðWÞ ! GðKWÞðA:3Þ
satisfying the Leibniz rule DðclÞ ¼ ðDcÞlþ ðc dlÞ00, where c A GðWÞ and l : M ! H.
Note that ðdlÞ00 cannot be deﬁned since H does not have a preferred complex structure,
whereas ðc dlÞ00 is well deﬁned as the K-part of a W -valued 1-form. The decomposition
of D into J commuting and anticommuting parts gives
D ¼ qþQ:ðA:4Þ
Here q is the double of a complex holomorphic structure on the complex bundle Wþ and
Q A G

K EndðW Þ

is a 1-form of type K with values in complex antilinear endomor-
phisms of W .
The quaternionic vector space of holomorphic sections of W is denoted by
H 0ðWÞ ¼ kerðDÞðA:5Þ
and has ﬁnite dimension h0ðWÞ :¼ dimH 0ðWÞ for compact M. The L2-norm
WðWÞ ¼WðW ;DÞ ¼ 2 Ð
M
hQ5QiðA:6Þ
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of Q is called the Willmore energy of the holomorphic bundle W , where h ; i denotes the
trace pairing on EndðWÞ. The special case Q ¼ 0, for whichWðW Þ ¼ 0, describes (doubles
of) complex holomorphic bundles W ¼WþlWþ. A typical example of a quaternionic
holomorphic structure arises from the K-part ‘ 00 of a quaternionic connection ‘ on W .
For analytic considerations, and to make contact to the theory of Dirac operators
with potentials, it is common to regard W as a complex vector bundle whose complex
structure I is given by right multiplication by the quaternion i. Thus, W ¼WþlWþ so
that Q is I -linear and D ¼ qþQ has the decomposition
D ¼ q 0
0 q
 
þ 0 q
q 0
 
ðA:7Þ
with q A G

K HomðWþ;WþÞ

.
Given a linear system of a holomorphic bundle W , that is, a linear subspace
HHH 0ðWÞ, we have the Kodaira map
ev : W  ! H :ðA:8Þ
Here ev denotes the bundle map which, for p AM, evaluates holomorphic sections at p. In
case the Kodaira map is injective, its image W HH  deﬁnes a map into the Grassmann-
ian f : M ! Grðr;H Þ, where rankW ¼ r. The derivative d ¼ pdjW  of this map satisﬁes
d ¼ dJ, where d denotes the trivial connection on H  and p : H  ! H =W  denotes the
canonical projection. In other words, f is a holomorphic curve [11].
If M is a compact Riemann surface of genus g and L is a holomorphic line bundle
over M, the Plu¨cker formula [11] gives a lower bound for the Willmore energyWðLÞ of L
in terms of the genus g ofM, the degree of L, and vanishing orders of holomorphic sections
of L. For the purposes of this paper, we need a more general version of the Plu¨cker formula
which includes linear systems with monodromy. If ~M is the universal cover of M, we de-
note by ~L the pullback to ~M of L by the covering map. The holomorphic structure of L lifts
to make ~L into a holomorphic line bundle.
A linear system with monodromy is a linear subspace HHH 0ð~LÞ of holomorphic sec-
tions of ~L such that
gH ¼ H for all g A p1ðMÞ;ðA:9Þ
where p1ðMÞ acts via deck transformations. Adapting the proof in [11] by replacing the
trivial connection with a ﬂat connection on H , we obtain the Plu¨cker formula for an
n-dimensional linear system H with monodromy
1
4p
WðLÞf nðn 1Þð1 gÞ  degLþ ordH:ðA:10Þ
The order ordH of the linear system HHH 0ð~LÞ with monodromy is computed as follows:
to a point x A ~M we assign the Weierstrass gap sequence n0ðxÞ <    < nn1ðxÞ inductively
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by letting nkðxÞ be the minimal vanishing order strictly greater than nk1ðxÞ of holomorphic
sections in H. Away from isolated points this sequence is nkðxÞ ¼ k and
ordx H ¼
Pn1
k¼0
ðnk  kÞ
measures the deviation from the generic sequence. Since H is a linear system with mono-
dromy, the Weierstrass gap sequence is invariant under deck transformations. Therefore,
ordp H for p AM is well deﬁned, zero away from ﬁnitely many points, and the order of
the linear system H is given by
ordH ¼ P
p AM
ordp H:ðA:11Þ
For a linear system HHH 0ðLÞ without monodromy, formula (A.10) is the usual Plu¨cker
relation as discussed in [11].
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